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Recently, there have been numerous suggestions of the exis-
tence of new quark species (Karl, 1976; Wilczek et al, 1977;
Fritzsch, 1978; Lee et al, 1978), some of which may be absolutely
stable (or at least long-lived on the scale of AxlO9 yrs). These
new heavy quarks, if they exist, would have been produced in the
Big Bang, the few survivors of annihilation being later confined
in hadrons along with ordinary quarks. These hadrons would then
participate in nucleosynthesis, and eventually reside in complex
nuclei (Dover et al, 1979). We investigate the following ques-
tions: a) what are the quantum numbers of the least massive
hadrons which can be formed with the new quarks? b) Would these
new hadrons- bind to single nucleons, forming a system analogous
to the deuteron? c) What would be the approximate binding energy
of a new hadron to a heavy nucleus? d) What predictions can one
make for the abundance of such objects? e) What experiments would
be most likely to reveal their presence and what are the current '
experimental limits on the abundance of such nuclei?

We consider two representative examples for possible new
stable quarks h: a) the sextet quark (symmetric {6} representa-
tion of SU(3) color) of charge +1/3 which arises in the theory of
supergravity (Gell-Manti, to be published; Freedman, 1978) based on
the group S0(8) and b) a triplet quark (antisymmetric {3} repre-
sentation) of charge -l/3.__For a), the least massive_hadrori Ho

has the quark structure h(ud)I=Q, where the ordinary u and d
antiquarks must be coupled to color { 6} in order that H o be a
color singlet (Dover et al, 1979). In nuclei, Ho may annihilate
via the process Ho+N-*-M++ir, if this process is energetically al-
lowed. Here M+=huG is the lowest-lying "meson" containing an h
quark (G is a gluon). In the present work, we thus concentrate
jon the nuclear interactions of the corresponding antiparticle
Ho

sh(ud)g_Q, which cannot suffer annihilation within the nucleus.
For b), the stable_hadron is An-h(ud) J-SQ, a structure analogous to
ABs(ud)^-Q. Both Ho and An are electrically neutral (isospin
zero), which facilitates their_capture in nuclei. In the follow-
ing we let H stand for either HQ or A^, the nuclear binding prop-
erties of which are essentially the same.

*0a leave from Brookhaven National Laboratory; supported by USDOE
Contract EY-76-C-02-0016.and the National Science Foundation.

+Work. supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy under
Contract No. ER-78-S-02-5007.
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The coupling constants for strong interactions between U and
a nucleon have been estimated from simple quark counting rules.
We treat h as a spectator and treat only the interactions of u
and d quarks. Since Ho and A^ are isoscalar particles, there is
no single W or p exchange term in the meson exchange potential
with nucleons; the dominant contributions come from e(0+) and
u(l"*) meson exchange, with coupling strength diminished by a fac-
tor 2/3. Since long range pion exchange- is absent (the tensor
component of which plays a crucial role in binding the deuteron),
we predict that there will be no two-body bound states of H with
a nucleon. It is possible that there could be three or four body
bound states pnH or pnnH with nuclear charge Z=»+l, analogous to
AH3 or ^H1** but this is quite model dependent. These systems, if
they are bound, would be subject to the rather severe abundance
limitations (£10""18) obtained in searches for abnormally heavy
hydrogen (Alvager et al, 1967; Muller et al, 1977), if the total
mass is less than 16 GeV.

In heavier nuclei, the single particle Hartree potential
VH(r) for the H can be estimated as

VH(r)=J d
3r'p(r) Veff(r-r') . (1)

where Veff(r) is the spin-averaged effective HN interaction ob-
tained by using the Moszkowski-Scott separation method (Moszkowski
et al, 1960)

where 3 H H i « 2/3 flNNi for i - (e,w) and S ^ M T T « 11.4, :.

gNNe/47r «= 25.3 are taken from "^agels et al#(1977); y is the meson
mass and $(x) = e~x/x. The radius ro is chosen so that the short
range repulsion is balanced against some part of the intermediate
range attraction (e exchange) in order to produce zero s-vave
phase shift at zero energy (Moszkowski et al, 1960).

A reasonably good approximation to Vg(r) is found to be

VH(r) * - VQ

Based on previous calculations for two body charmed baryon —
I nucleon systems (Dover et al, 1977), the appropriate value of r
i will lie in the range of 1.2-1.4 fm, with a corresponding well °
! depth Vo of

| 20 < Vo < 30 MeV • . (4)

| We thus predict a potential very similar to that of a A in the
! nucleus. Since the H is presumably very massive (ing > 10 GeV is
i suggested by the negative results of searches with high energy
J accelerators (Cutts et al, 1978; Vidal et al, 1978)), the binding
i energy of the H in heavy nuclei will be essentially Vo. Because

of its large mass, the H will also exhibit a densely packed
spectrum of excited single particle states in a nucleus (Dover
et al, 1977).
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The abundance of stable heavy hadrons can be estimated
(Dover et al, 1979) using the standard Big Bang cosmology. At
early times, when' the density and temperature T were very high,
heavy quark pairs hh would have been copiously produced (along
with all other quark, species). In thermal equilibrium, the pair
production and annihilation rates are the same, and the density of
h quarks of mass m^ is „

2

»h STTo I rr 1 1 T 5 - 1 exp j V / « I (5)

where g Is the statistical weight. As T decreases further, the h
quarks "freeze out" of equilibrium. This occurs at a temperature
T* given roughly by (Dover et al, 1979; Wolfram, 1979)

T* £ mh/An (10
34 V < f f V > h h } C 6 )

where m^ is in GeV and<o*v> is the thermally averaged rate coef-
ficient (annihilation cross, section) for hh annihiliation. For
T < T*, n. evolves according to

d(nhV)/dt = - »h
< t r v >nh V» ( 7 )

where V is a co-moving volume and we assume n. «=• nr- (n.-nT- 4 0
can also be treated, but we have no model for what this assymmetry
shouj.d be). As T decreases still further, confinement will occur
and the quarks are incorporated into hadrons. A rough estimate
of the confinement temperature is Tc fy 250 MeV. Note that with
<av>.. J{j 10" 1 7 mh2* w e g e t T* > 'Cc f o r "h ^ ^ GeV, so freezeout
occurs before confinement. For ordinary light quarks, the re-
verse is true. In the hadron phase, the cross section <av>»H
may be considerably larger than <oy>-. . We take < Cfv>rrH f\j
<o*v>-N fj; 10"*

15 cm3 sec as an uppernlimit. This _ will then
give a lower limit on the residual abundance of H or H, since we
assume the maximum possible annihilation rate. For T < Tc, we
then have

d(nHV)/dt = -
nH

Solving the rate equations (7) and (8) subject to the boundary
conditions n, (T ) » nn(T ) and n. (T*) from eq. (5), we obtainn c H e n
(Dover et al, 1979)

T3/nH(T) - T*
3/nh(T*) + 2 <ffv>£h A(T*-Tc)

+ 2 < CJv>£H A (Tc-T) (9)

where A ffe 10~" GeV2 sec. For our assumptions, the last term dom-
inates for T << Tc, and we have

nH(T) fjj T
3/2 <ay>-H ATc . (10)

The ratio of nji(T) to the observed nucleon number n$ is found to
be roughly (Dover et al, 1979)

nH/nN % 2 x K T
1 1 (11)

Independent of m^, since we have assumed < O " V > 5 H
 >> <ffv>h"h/
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Xi we assume instead that HH annihilation is suppressed relative
to NN, which may be more precise, the ratio in Eq. (11) becomes
even larger as per eq* (10).

To estimate the abundance of heavy hadrons to nucleons is
terrestrial matter, we must follow their evolution through
primordial nucleosynthesis and consensation into the galaxy,
solar system and Earth. The strong binding of H's in Z > 1
nuclei implies their Coulomb shielding from annihilation during
galactic and solar system condensation. If the H's were uniform-
ly distributed over all nuclei with Z > 1, the fractional abun-
dance in a mass A nucleus would be 2xlQ""l" A (note that 90% of
all nucleons are protons (Z=l)). More detailed statements re-
quire a nucleosynthesis calculation, involving the reaction
rates for H capture by various light nuclei. _

The result (Eq. 11) is for symmetric evolution of h and h.
The observed excess of nucleons over antinucleons may be the con-
sequence of baryon number and CP violating interactions in the
very early (T £ 101 GeV) non-equilibrium stages of evolution of
the universe (Toussaint et al, 197_9; Weinberg, 1979). A similar
situation might prevail for h and h, which could evolve asym-
metrically. This could raise the ratio in Eq. (11) to unacceptably
large values, unless hli asymmetry is reduced by several orders of
magnitude relative to uu and dd asymmetry.

Unlike the situation for heavy Z=l isotopes (Alvager et al,
1967; Muller et al, 1977), the bounds on anomalous stable iso-
topes of Z > 1 nuclei are much less stringent (Schiffer, 1974).
Only abundances of > 10""-> - 10*"^ are ruled out. Experiments
designed specifically to search for anomalously heavy nuclei
should be capable of achieving a sensitivity comparable to or
exceeding that of Eq. (11). For instance, the use1 of a Tandem
accelerator as a mass spectrometer enables one to achieve sen- •
sitivities of 10~ 1 7 or better (Bennett et al, 1978). A recent
experiment with an ( I ^ Q ) - beam gave a negative result at the
level of 10~18 for heavy oxygen of mass up to about 60 a.m.u.
(Middleton et al, 1979).
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